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Abstract: The wealth of information that is only one click away, 

correlated with the development of social networks, changed the 

strategic vision of intelligence services. Analysis on big data has 

become a strategic ally in the fight to ensure national security and 

contribute, through software tools for analysis and visualization, both to 

identify risks and vulnerabilities and to establish their structure and 

patterns.

The presentation focuses on how the intelligence services have found it 

appropriate to ensure their knowledge by analyzing big data, gaining an 

overview which provides prevention and combating the activities that 

bring threats to national security.
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cheap memory

sensor-laden smart-phones 

massive datasets

fast Internet connections, and obsessively used



Let’s see how much data we are generating every sec ond, of 
every minute, of every hour, of every day, of every  month, of 

every year.



views
sentiments
likes and 
dislikes

much more



intelligence services

capture the 
information

analyze and interpret

valuable
information

a single conversation not reveal much

millions of conversations 

identify

trends, issues, relationships
target individuals with 

relevant



Four distinct applications segments comprise the bi g data 
market.

No precise definition of "big data" exists, but a g ood rule of 
thumb is 

data sets too large to fit in main memory on a sing le machine. 



Big Data analytics are the future of providing 
security.

Intelligence services have to use analysis instrume nts to unlock
the knowledge from these vast numbers of natural la nguage to 
deliver previously un-heard of levels of big-data a nalysis.

They are getting to know more about how you move ar ound 
your neighborhood and your city, about your daily h abits and 
schedule.

“where were you at 11:15 last night?”
may be consigned to history.



Social Network Analysis/ SNA is a mathematical meth od for 
“connecting the dots”. SNA allows us to map and mea sure 
complex, and sometimes covert, human groups and 
organizations.





















How do we determine who is “important” in a 
Network?





Early in 2000, the CIA was informed of two terroris t 
suspects linked to al-Qaeda. 
Nawaf Alhazmi and Khalid Almihdhar were 
photographed attending a meeting of known 
terrorists in Malaysia

Tracking Two Identified 
Terrorists



Arrest or deport these suspects immediately? 
No, intelligence services need to discover 
more of the al-Qaeda network. Once suspects 
have been discovered, we can use their daily 
activities to uncloak their network.

who they call / email 

who visits with them locally and in other 
cities 

where their money comes from 

picture of the terrorist organization





The figure shows the two suspects and their 
immediate ties:

� direct ties are colored green
� link thickness show the strength of connection

their indirect ties (the “connections of their 
connections”)

Atta is just another node to be investigated.

The investigator uncloaking Mohammed Atta’s 
network would not be aware of Atta's eventual 
importance. 





the direct connections of the original suspects
their indirect connections

Social network metrics reveal 

Mohammed Atta emerging as the local 
leader





Resources :
http://www.orgnet.com/prevent.html
http://www.slideshare.net/kateto/network-analysis-basics-and-applications-to-
online-networks?qid=892b01a1-19a9-459f-87e1-
61a356f84f98&v=qf1&b=&from_search=12

On-Line UCINET:
www.analytictech.com
This is the company website. 
http://faculty.ucr.edu/~hanneman/nettext/
This is an on-line reference manual to UCINET.
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/ucinet
An online community of practice for UCINET.




